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A Facebook group for women which became a 'lifeline' during the lockdown is organising a photoshoot to promote body positivity. 'The She Musketeers' was set up in December 2020 by Naomi Carlin, who ...
'Lifeline' women's Facebook group promotes body positivity with charity photoshoot
The Yukon Arts Centre has a new shared exhibition featuring two very different forms of portraiture. The opening reception for Drawn Together: embroidered portraits and Doortraits: Intimate Pandemic ...
Double portrait show at the Yukon Arts Centre features art that looks back
An image showing people surrounding the wreckage of an aircraft is circulating in multiple social media posts claiming to show a military jet that crashed while heading to Orlu in southeastern Nigeria ...
Image of crashed military aircraft was taken in Nigeria’s capital Abuja, not Orlu
This week in social media news, Facebook expands its Messenger API for Instagram to all, TikTok may now collect “biometric data” such as images and audio, Instagram adds insights ...
Facebook Expands Its Messenger API For Instagram To Everyone
Bhasin, who shot for `Looop Lapeta` opposite Taapsee Pannu, `Bulbul Tarang` with Sonakshi Sinha and `Yeh Kaali Kaali Ankhein` alongside Shweta Tripathi Sharma, all set to travel to hometown Delhi late ...
Home calling! Tahir Raj Bhasin to meet his parents after over a year
A “serious” rise in young Victorians worried about their body image mirrors a national spike in body dissatisfaction escalated by the pandemic.
Body image issues a ‘serious’ concern in pandemic
We rank the kits of every nation competing at Euro 2020, following the format for the tournament itself to crown the European style champions.
Euro 2020 of kits! Every team's home and away jerseys ranked to crown the European champions
Behind his left tricep, Henry Slade wears a glucose monitor Credit: GETTY IMAGES “We test three ... Has the fact that Slade is dependent on his body and physical health influenced his decision?
Henry Slade exclusive: Why I won't have Covid vaccine and my devastation at Lions snub
World Oceans Day is observed every year on June 8 to raise awareness of the role played by the oceans in human lives.
World Oceans Day 2021: Theme, history, images and quotes
The comedy series is famous in part for its self-satirising cameos from French cinema’s great and good, and in Huppert’s episode, the 68-year-old actress gamely sent up her workaholic image ...
Isabelle Huppert: ‘Movies are not meant to be moral’
Images of her bloody body show smashed plates of food she was ... a 15-year-old boy who was walking home with his mother, Hajarah Nikitto, when he was hit in the face by a bullet.
Uganda police drive-by killings revealed using mobile phone footage
With a childish and whimsical personality, Biewers are commonly known to be large dogs in a petite pet's body ... at home, whether that is in the suburbs or more urban areas wiixii/Getty Images ...
25 of the Best Dog Breeds for City Dwellers
NHL teams are back in their home arenas and welcoming more and more fans as the Stanley Cup Playoffs progress. That's a welcome change, especially for the three repeat semifinalists from the 2020 ...
Post-Bubble Playoffs: In The NHL’s 2021 Stanley Cup Semifinals, Familiar Teams Are Back On Home Turf
(Mark Makela / Getty Images) By signing up ... Devin said “We’re putting flyers in people’s car windows.” My body tensed up when the officer told us to put our hands where he could ...
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The Color of Fear
Restrictive EU laws prevent the city of Targu Jiu, home to three public works by the Romanian sculptor, from reproducing images of his ... and Documentation Centre in Targu Jiu, have welcomed ...
Romanian politician gears up to sue Brancusi's heir over longstanding copyright battle
His body was found on the bus six hours ... trial held last year heard Lewis was driving the centre minibus and collected the boy from his home and brought him to the childcare centre.
Goodstart Early Learning to plead guilty to all charges over death of 3yo boy left on minibus
Harry and Meghan announce birth of daughter Lilibet Diana Myanmar anti-corruption body ... home from the job site to grab an early lunch with two friends. Using satellite visuals, reverse image ...
Myanmar’s junta uses bodies as tools of terror in crackdown
and plans to court repressive regimes overseas—was first revealed by the New York Times in January 2020 to have amassed a database of more than three billion images scraped from Facebook and ...
'Clearview AI' Hit With Legal Complaints In 5 Countries, Accused of Face Recognition Abuse
In a Facebook post on Sunday ... or Raffles Medical at Shaw Centre Orchard. People can also call in advance to book an appointment at any of the Swab and Send Home Public Health Preparedness ...
NTUC Foodfare at Anchorvale to close amid 'likely ongoing transmission'; free COVID-19 tests for those who visited
(Photo by PA Images/Sipa USA) A season-defining, nerve-wracking 45 minutes were set to follow, so it was of some relief to see the indomitable Antonio Rüdiger bundle the ball home just two ...
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